
After a frustraiting waiting period, we finally got all the answers we need. It’s really exciting 

we can finally start moving forward. To implement Master Nodes perfectly is not easy. We 

needed some support and cooperation from our exchanges. Unfortunately, we can’t get that 

support from them since they’re very busy and it doesn’t fit their policies. Quite 

understandable from their point of view, but it brought a stop to our developments as we 

needed to know what would happen to our markets. Our priority is keeping them open at all 

time. 

We were prepaired for this scenario and will move forward according to our plan B, which 

was more preferred among several members of the team anyway. 

First of all, we want to ensure our community that OPC will keep existing and will go on 

staking until the max supply is reached. No updates are required and all markets will remain 

intact. The current OPC supply is more than halfway it’s maximum but this will soon 

decrease a LOT. How? It’ll all be crystal clear when you’re finished reading. 

 

OPCX 

OPCoinX is a cutting edge cryptocurrency, with many features that aren’t available in most 

other cryptocurrencies. Anonymized transactions using coin mixing technology, we call it 

Obfuscation. Fast transactions featuring guaranteed zero confirmation transactions, we call 

it SwiftTX. Decentralized blockchain voting providing for consensus based advancement of 

the current Masternode technology used to secure the network and provide the above 

features, each Masternode is secured with collateral of 37500 OPCX 

OPCoinX is an open source, peer-to-peer, energy-saving, community driven, decentralized 

and modern PoS 3.0 Masternode-Cryptocurrency. OPCoinX has active wallet development, 

brings new features and offers active community involvement. Details of the swap are 

mentioned below, but first we would like to sketch the many benefits this will have. By 

creating a new blockchain we can also adjust the block rewards, which are now fixed. This 

will decrease inflation and increase stability. We need this stability to build a durable 

product and as many of you know the OPC store is still under construction. We want to build 

for the longterm and therefore everything has to be right. OPCX will be a very big step 

towards a working product, which would basically mean you could buy almost anything 

game related directly for OPCX. Of course another benefit of the new blockchain is that it 

will have Master Nodes. We are running some extra tests on our testnet to absolutely make 

sure everything works as it’s supposed to work. We expect the wallet to be fully operational 

and available within a few weeks. Hoping to set a hard deadline soon which will probably be 

in our biweekly update.  

Last but not least, OPCX will play a big part in reducing the supply of OPC. All coins that are 

swapped will be burned. We expect over 75% of the current OPC supply will disappear out of 

circulation. OPC will remain completely intact, but with a much lower supply. OPC is still a 

good coin with fast transactions and great network stability. A wallet update was never 

needed from the start because we didn’t have any problems! 



OPCX will also include something important that will help us grow a lot easier. In the 

premine we included a dev fund, which means that 5% of all earnings go into a fund, of 

which the team holds the private key. This fund will be used for the benefit of OPCX. OPCX 

needs to be listed at exchanges and we’d like to begin with Kucoin, tradesatoshi, cryptohub, 

crypto-bridge and CoinExchange. Especially the last one has our priority but it costs a lot. 

With our fund we can raise more attention and steadily do more and more with marketing 

and commercials.  

The official Master Node specs for OPCX are: 

Swap 20:1 OPC to OPCX 

OPCoinX - OPCX - Your modern POS3.0 MasterNode coin 

BIP 38 tool 

Modern POS 3.0 

Blocktime: 5min 

3 MB BlockSystem 

Algorithm Quark 

Port: 18051 

POS3 6h staking maturity 

MasterNode Amount 37,500 OPCX 

Staking 20% / Masternodes 75 %/ 5% Budget 

 

Phase                    Block Height                   Reward 

Initial                            0 - 2016                    1    OPC  

Phase 1x78840             78840                     375  OPC  

Phase 2x78840            157680                    160  OPC  

Phase 3x78840            236520                    140  OPC  

Phase 4x78840            315360                    120  OPC  

Phase 5x78840            394200                    90   OPC  

Phase 6x78840            473040                    70   OPC  

Phase 7x78840            551880                    40   OPC  

Phase 8x78840            630720                    30   OPC  

Phase 9x78840            709560                    20   OPC  

Phase 10x78840             788400                    10   OPC  

Phase 11x78840++                                       5    OPC  

 

Max supply: 350 mil 

Premine: 80mil (swap + exchanges + dev fund) 

Swapbot opc --> opcx : 15 days (using discord bot), all opc coins will be burned 

 

We will do a presale of Masternodes and coins to support new exchange listing fees! 

 



More to come very soon, as it’s less then a week until our biweekly update. Stay tuned and 

we hope you’re just as excited as we are. Onto the next level! 

 

 

 


